
NEWS AND NOTES

What's New in Polynesia
Hawai'i.

Ka Lahui, the Hawaiian sovereignty group, has selected
UNPO (the Unrepresented Nations and Peoples
Organization) of Holland to look into a pending state
authorized plebiscite on Hawaiian sovereignty, which Ka
Lahui claims is illegal. The plebiscite set for October 1995 is,
according to Ka Lahui, a violation of Hawaiians' human
rights to self-determination.

Pacific News Bulletin, 9(9): 13.

Marquesas Islands.
Changes have been made in regard to the 1st International

Conference for Marquesan Studies Organized by the Pa'evi'i
Documentation Center, formerly scheduled for July of 1995:

Due to a schedule change in the Mendaiia anniversary
program, the conference is now planned for December 1995.
It will still be held in conjunction with the Mendaiia program,
probably at the end. Abstracts will now be required in
December 1994.

A similar meeting is scheduled to take place in Paris in
November 1995. The majority of French researchers will
probably attend that meeting. We do expect a few at the
Pa'evi'i Conference. Because of scheduling conflict and
logistical realities in the Marquesas the conference is being
scaled down. It will still be interdisciplinary, and you are
encouraged to attend.

Anyone still interested in participating in this altered
program, please confirm that interest by contacting David
Addison, Coordinator of Anglophone Contributions:
Tel: (808) 956-8305; Fax (808) 956-4893; or E-mail:
daddison@uhunix.uncc.Hawaii.Edu.

Pitcairn.
A survey is on-going in Pitcairn waters to explore the

fisheries of Ducie, Oeno, Henderson and Pitcairn. Several
fishing companies have expressed interest in harvesting the
waters of these islands. A license to fish has been offered to
the Steward Island Company, Southern Seafoods.

The Pitcairn Miscellany, Vo1.37(3).
Tahiti.

The government of French Polynesia has reached an
agreement with trade unions which ends a 6 day strike and
partial blockade of Papeete. This dispute is over a local
social security levy and dual taxation; it erupted following
actions of the territorial assembly which voted in increase
income tax. An estimated 6-10 thousand people participated
-the largest protest since the anti-nuclear demonstrations of
the 1970s.

(pacific News Bulletin 9(10):4.
Marsball Islands.

The government of the Republic of Marshall Islands is
seriously negotiating with the US government to turn one of
its islands into a nuclear waste dump. Opponents to this plan
cite various problems: the Marshalls are atolls and thus
porous; there is doubt that safe permanent storage containers

can be build either above or under ground; a rise in sea level
could have major implications; tidal waves are frequent,
flooding nearly half of the Marshalls annually; and the
nuclear waste would have to be shipped over thousands of
miles of ocean.

Pacific News Bulletin, 9(8):5,7.

New Zealand.
New Zealand has been accused of lagging behind Australia

in creating policies for the treatment of indigenous people. In
1984, a Maori economic summit supported the idea of
making Maori Affairs Ministry accountable to the Maori
people but the idea was not implemented although a similar
one was adopted by Australia.

Pacific News Bulletin, 9(9): 13.
A joint project between the National Institute of Water and

Atmospheric Research in New Zealand and the Chemistry
Department of the University of the South Pacific will collect
data needed for mathematical models predicting climate
change in the region.

University ofthe South Pacific Bulletin, 27(25): 1994

What's New in Hangaroa

• According to El Mercurio de Valparaiso (September 19th ),
Alberto Hotus will ask for a modification of the Ley lndigena
that gives outsiders who are married to islanders full rights to
buy land. Hotus noted that the current population of the island
is 3,090 and that if such incentives exist, in 3 or 4 years the
population would become 10 thousand or more, "which
would be fatal for the island." He will present his case to the
new commission created to resolve problems of the island.
Hotus will also propose the creation of a visa requirement,
similar to what is required on other Polynesian islands, in
order to control the ingress of people, to know who is going
to the island, whether the person intends to work and live
there, and what he will bring. Hotus explained that a visa
would be good for the island "because there are people that go
there only looking for business, trying to acquire land, how to
sell things to islanders, and the Rapanui have no idea who is
coming and from where. Some come to find work. We already
have enough problems there."
• One week after the above news appeared in Chilean papers,
the following item was reported in El Mercurio de Valparaiso
under the title: "Commission will propose rewriting a new
law for Easter Island."

The Chilean Government's Commission of the Interior
met on Easter Island and collected opinions from its
inhabitants and organizations. It will now suggest a new law
specifically for the island, based on the Ley lndigena and the
old Ley Pascua. The new Ley Pascua will keep some aspects
of the Ley lndigena with the idea of structuring a legal
document that recognizes the cultural patrimony and
economic elements of Rapa Nui, according to the
conservative congressman, Carlos Cantero, president of this
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